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 The  ‘Corporate  Food  Plan’  is  wrong  for  people 
 

Green paper a recipe for increased inequality and reduced resilience 

The  Federal  Government’s  green  paper  for  a  National  Food  Plan,  released  on  17th July, is a Plan for 
large corporate agri-business  and  retailers,  says  the  Australian  Food  Sovereignty  Alliance  (AFSA).  “It’s  a  
Plan  for  the  corporate  food  industry,  not  for  the  Australian  people”,  says  AFSA  spokesperson  and  
family farmer Michael Croft.  
 
The  Plan  responds  to  corporate  Australia’s  needs,  stemming  from  the  urgings  of  then  Woolworths  
CEO,  Michael  Luscombe  in  July  2010  for  a  ‘food  super-ministry’.  The  Plan’s  early  development  was  
guided by a corporate-dominated group to ensure the Government and the food industry were on the 
same  page  about  the  ‘industry’s  priorities,  challenges  and  future  outlook  across  the  supply  chain’.   
 
The  Government’s  public  consultation  process  has  been  largely  symbolic,  aimed  at  conferring  
legitimacy on what is really a  Plan  for  industry.  “The  Government  has  set  and  controlled  the  agenda,  
and  the  parameters  of  acceptable  discussion,  from  the  start”,  says  Mr  Croft.  “It  hasn’t  listened  to  the  
serious concerns raised by individuals and groups in the first phase of consultation, and the green 
paper  reflects  the  Government’s  rigid  adherence  to  a  corporate,  business-as-usual  approach.” 
  
There is a growing chorus of expert opinion and public disquiet regarding the vulnerabilities and 
destructive impacts of an industrialised food system that requires 10 calories of fossil fuels to produce 
one calorie of food. Yet the green paper reveals a complacent and self-congratulatory attitude from 
Government  towards  the  state  of  food  and  farming  in  Australia.  “The  fundamental  nature  of  the  
challenges  we’re  facing  is  either  not  acknowledged,  or  glossed  over”,  says  Mr  Croft. 
  
“In  the  green  paper,  food  security  is  largely  reduced  to  a  matter  of  increasing  production,  preferably  
through new technologies such as bio-tech. There is no recognition that the real causes of the 
problems  we’re  facing  actually  stem  from  systemic  over-production of the wrong kinds of foods, in the 
wrong  places,  distributed  via  the  wrong  channels”,  Mr  Croft  added.   
 
Contrary  to  the  Government’s  claims,  AFSA argues that the green paper is a recipe for increasing 
vulnerability, reducing resilience and heightening inequality in our food system. A different approach, 
based as on a different set of values and priorities, is required.  
 
“That  is  why  AFSA  is  inviting  all  concerned  members  of  the  Australian public to join us in a 
participatory and democratic conversation to develop a food system that is truly fit for the challenges 
of  this  century”,  says  Mr  Croft.  “The  food  sovereignty  movement  doesn’t  start  from  the  arrogant  
assumption that we have all the answers. We begin from the fundamental principle that the primary 
goals of the food system should be to ensure human well-being and ecosystem integrity, not 
corporate profit. We also say that food is so important that it requires a comprehensive participatory 
national conversation, not a tightly scripted top-down process where all the questions – and many of 
the answers - have already been pre-determined.  “ 
 
For inquiries, please contact Michael Croft: 0413 387 686; or Nick Rose: 0414 497 819.  

 


